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Abstract
Today, the evolution of embedded technologies is transforming our mobile phones
into more advanced featured multimedia handsets. First, appeared the MMS and
colored screens, then audio and JPEG viewing. Video is coming too in high end
handsets. Also, screen size, resolution and color depth always increase, offering more
possibilities for entertainment. A new trend is thus growing very fast: to transform our
handsets into gaming platform offering 3D graphics possibility. That’s why, in the
embedded world, where the power consummation is the most critical issue, hardware
acceleration is becoming a necessity. Such as the in the PC world, there is a need for
standardize the APIs for evident reason of compatibility between the silicon providers
and the game developers. Today, the Khronos group[1], one of the most active groups,
is defining the new worldwide platform-independent standard for multimedia and
graphics API interface for hardware acceleration for the handset word such as
OpenGL-ES, OpenVG… Also, the Java community has released ‘Mobile 3D graphics
API’ (JSR184) [2], which offers high level graphics APIs and thus minimizes 3d
games size for OTA downloading.
All these new standards open a new wild range of activities in graphics for the
handsets world, in particular for game developers, library implementers, and graphics
chips provider such as Nvidia and IMG with their PowerVR technology [3].
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